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INTRODUCTION 
Bernstein approximation, the approximation of functions by using 
Bernstein polynomials, is one of the classic research topics but is a very 
rich one. It dates back to 1912 and thousands of research papers related to 
this topic have been published since then (cf. [S, 3,4]). Recently, the multi- 
variate version of Bernstein polynomials called polynomials in B-form has 
attracted much attention and has become one of the main tools in com- 
puter aided geometric design and in multivariate spline approximation for 
the representation and computation of piecewise polynomiai functions. The 
theoretical results and applications of multivariate Bernstein polynomials 
are well summarized in [2]. These motivate us to study the multivariate 
Bernstein approximation. In this paper, we are interested in obtaining the 
multivariate generalization of the asymptotic formulae of Bernstein 
approximation (see [9] and [l] or [S] ). 
Since the multivariate version of Bernstein approximation has attracted 
only sporadic attention as yet, there is not much research on the 
generalization available in the literature. However, the bivariate generaliza- 
tion was considered by Stancu. (See, e.g., [6, 71.) But he did not obtain the 
asymptotic constant and only bivariate Bernstein polynomials defined on a 
standard triangle were studied. 
We are going to expand asymptotically the multivariate Bernstein 
approximation on an arbitrary s-simplex in R’, s 3 1. To be precise, let 
v”, . . . . vs E R’ be s + 1 distinct points such that the volume of the s-simplex 
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(VO, .. . . vS) of v”, . . . . vS is positive. Denote T= (v’, . . . . P). Then for each 
x E T, there exist unique A,, . . . . 1, such that 
x= i &vi 
i=O 
with C;=o Ai = 1 and li > 0, i = 0, . . . . s. 
This (S + 1)-tuple A= (no, . . . . 1,) is called the barycentric coordinate of x 
with respect to T. It is well known that any polynomial p,(x) of total 
degree d n can be expressed by using the basic functions 
B (A) .&!!A” a . a! ’ 
ccEz”++’ with 1~11 =n 
in the form 
which is called p,(x) in B-form as in [2]. Here, as usual, for any 
GI = (MO, ...) a,) E z;+l, Ial = a0 + ... + tl, and a! = a,! . ..a.!. Also 3 
Jx=q . . . 1:“. 
Let x, = (1/1~1) CS=.o aivi for any c( E ZS: i, For any continuous function 
j-~m)~;fined on T it is well known that the multivariate Bernstein poly- 
BAf; x) := c f(x,) B,(l) 
&‘;+5 
converge to f(x) uniformly on T as n -+ co. 
Our problem is to find the asymptotic expansion of B,(f; x)-f(x). We 
state our main results in the next section and prove them in the section 
after. 
1. STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
Define the polynomials S:(x) of degree y by 
S;(x) = nlyl c (x, - x)’ B,(1) 
$+?I 
for y E Z>. Then S;(x) satisfies the following recurrence relation. 
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THEOREM 1. For je { 1: . . . . s} and y E Z:, 
s;+,(x)= f li 1 (v~-““)-(;) [n(+xj)S;(X)-.Y;+~,(X)]. 
i=O g;; 
Here /3<~ iff fij<yj, j= I,..., s and x=(x,, . . . . x,), v’=(ul, .~., O:J, 
i = 0, ...r S. Let us assume thatf(x) is sufliciently smooth. ahenS has the 
Taylor expansion at x 
for any M E Z;+ ’ with 1011 =IZ. Thus, 
since Bernstein polynomials preserve linear polynomials, i.e., S;(x) = 0 for 
11’1 < 1. 
In order to obtain the asymptotic expansion of B,,(f; x) -f(x), we need 
to further our study on S;(x). We have the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Fix i, , . . . . ilE (0, 1, . . . . s}. Let /3 E Z:+’ be the multi-irzreger 
such that xi1 ‘. .c(~,= ~8 for c( = (a,, CI,, . ..) x,). Their there exist positiae 
integers C$ = n.fEO [O; ~~1 qS8,, y < fi such thar 
where d*(t) := tk and [O; jib := [0, 1, . . . . j] 4k denotes the jth order divided 
dzyference of qSk. 
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Furthermore, let PF be a collection of Z-partitions of { 1, . . . . k}. Here, an 
I-partition of { 1, . . . . k} is a set of index subsets {(I,, . . . . I[): ljn Ii= @, 
i, j = 1, . . . . 1, and Uf=, Ii= { 1, . . . . k) }. Denote by 1 Pfl the cardinality of Pf. 
Then 
LEMMA 2. Let j?” = ke’ and $ = le’ with I6 k. We have 
IP;I = c;; = [o; I-, (bk. 
Hence, for any y d fl with yj Z 1 if /Ii # 0, 
where @ IzO Pf; denotes the tensor product of partition collections Pf;. 
In particular, IP$ = 1, lP:I = 1, and IPjEpII =(:) for kk 1. 
With the lemmas above, we can show the following 
THEOREM 2. For any y E Z; with IyI > 2, 
Since C,S=, ;4i(vi-x)$=0 for any standard unit vector e’E Zc, we have 
the following 
COROLLARY. For any y E 77: with / y I 2 2, 
I 7 
~s,cx)=“~- x 
k=l 8’....#EP+ 
p+ + flk = y 
Ifi’) 22,i= I,...,k 
In particular, for IyI = 2 and 3, we have 
&xx)=& f: qvj - x)‘. 
j=O 
For y E Z; with Iy( = 4, we write y = y( 1) + y(2) + y(3) + y(4) with lv(i)l = 1 
for i= 1,2,3,4 and have 
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n(n - 1) 
--&f(x)=& i Aj(v’-x)‘+---J- 
j=O 
+ i ~i(viLxx);,il)+yt3) ~i(v’-x)“i(a+Y(4) 
i=O i=O 
Therefore, we finally reach our conclusion. 
THEOREM 3. For anq’ f~ Czk( T), 
When T= [0, l] with v”=O and VI= I and hence Ao= B -x and Ai =x. 
the asymptotic expansion above becomes the Bernstein expansion in Ii] 
or [S] since 
l = (2k- l)!! 
(2kj! 
ID’1 =2. i= l....,k 
and 
C 3Lj(Vj-X)B’=X(1 -x), Vii= I, ...i k. 
j=O 
For k = 1 and k = 2, we have the following 
COROLLARY. For any f E C’(T), 
lim nCB,(f; x)-f(x)] =,z- n-32 L 
fj ( i Aj(vj-~)s) Pf(x). 
j=O 
Iyl = i 
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For any f E C”(T), 
Iyl = 2.3 
x ( i lj(V'-X)') D'f(r)] 
j=O 
X ( i Jdj(V'-X)") Dyf(X). 
j=O 
2. PROOFS OF OUR RESULTS 
Proof of Theorem 1. Define a generating function g of S;(x), y E E”, by 
s:(x) f’ 
dCx)= 1 y, 
0 
x, t E R”. 
yPP+ . n ’ 
Then 
g(t;x)= 1 1 (xaI:)YtyB.(i) 
lOLI=n rez; aez:+’ 
=c e(X.-“).‘B,(;l) 
It follows that for each Jo { 1, 2, . . . . s}, 
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We obtain the following after some simplification: 
i= 1 
Thus. 
On the other hand, 
% c S;(x) /t ‘-e’ 1 ~=.pe7: (y--j)! ii i) t? 
Y?=eJ 
Since 
1 -e’Y’-Yo’.t!ll= _ c (vi- v”)a t- zez: Ct! 0 z1 13 C#O 
I 
/zi( 1 _ e@-~“,~t~n ) 
i=l i 
(xj-u;) ,+$, 
J 1 
= i ;ij 1 c [(u;-xj)s;(x)-s~+~(x) j= I Yeh: Ls; 
x;: 0 (vi-vO)Y-Pi!$L, 
Comparing the above expression with that of ag/8fj, we immediately 
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obtain the recurrence relation in Theorem 1. Hence, we have established 
Theorem I. 
When T= ((x,, x2): O<x,, x2 Q 1 and Odx, +x,< 11, the recurrence 
relation is the same as the one obtained by Stancu in [6]. 
Proof of Lemma 1. By using the Newton interpolation formula, 
$/Jr)= i [o;i]q5,t(t-l)~~~(t-~+l). 
i=l 
Thus, 
Hence, 
’ 1 n aj(aj-l).'.(olj-~j+ 1) B,(l) 
1x1 =n 
xezS,+L I=0 
We now need to show that ngCo [O; rj] c$~, is a positive integer. This can 
be done by using an induction argument. We leave the details to the 
interested reader. Actually, this fact follows from Lemma 2. Thus, we have 
completed the proof of Lemma 1. 
Proof of Lemma 2. We use induction to prove this lemma. It is clear 
that IP:l = 1 and IPf+lJ = 1. We may assume that /PiI = [O; i] 4j for 
1 < i ,< j d k. For IP: + ’ 1, we consider [O; f] dk + i . By a property of divided 
differences and induction hypothesis, 
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Thus, we have established C$ = IP:l by the mathematical induction and 
hence, the conclusion of this lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 2. For any y E ZS, with /yj 2 2, we decompose j: into 
multi-integers m(i) of length 1, i=l,..., /:‘I, i.e., y=m(l)+ . +m(i?;i), 
Then 
-$yxx,= c (X,-X)‘&(A) 
.‘r 1,: I 
by using Lemma 1. Here fl(il, . . . . i,,, ) = e’” + . + e’lrf E Z;C I. 
6-40 70 2-s 
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By Lemma 2, we may rewrite the second summation of the above 
expression with respect to the tensor product of partition collections of 
P(i i, . . . . i,,,,) and interchange the order of summation of the above expres- 
sion to get 
$s;cx,= f c n(n- l)...(n-k+ 1) 
k=l p’. __., p E z!: 
& 
pi+ +pk,, 
jl , .__, jk = 0 
IYI 
=c c 
n(n- 1)=.-@-k+ 1) 
k= 1 fi’,...,flkEP+ 
nlYl 
/q’ + + p = y 
x fi i: Aj(vi-x)~ . 
( > 
(*) 
j=l i=O 
Indeed, the summation CT ,,..., i l., =o can be arranged in such a fashion that 
for 1 <k<min{s, I?[}, i,, . . . . i,,, are divided in k groups and each of them 
varies from 0 to s independently and is not equal to the other groups. Then 
we use Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 and interchange the order of the summa- 
tion. For example, for k = 1, 
x B,(l)(vil _ X)m(l) . . . (vh _ X)m(l~I) 
=$ f: c u.,!Y’B,(I)(V’-X)Y 
j=O Iul=n 
arsP++ 
=hjgo kgl IPt’I n(n-l)...(n-k+ l)/i;(vi-x)y 
- 
=k~l~z(‘-l)‘nj:-k+l) i IpplI pi”(vi-x)7 
j=O 
=$ i Aj(v’-x)y+y) i IP:“l 3L/2(vLx)Y+ ... . 
j=O j=O 
Note that the first term above is one of the terms in (*). For k = 2, consider 
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1 
- 
nlv' i 
C,,, ai, “‘ai,., 
ii=O,iz= =i17,=0 a.sh+ 
il + i2 [El =n 
x B,(A)(“‘! _ x)41) . ~. (“h - X)m(li’i) 
=$ ,ico & ~d+l 
i#j asL:+L 
X~,(/Z)(v;-x)“*(I)(vi-x)~-“l(IJ 
=- 
.:I Ii c 
IP:@Py’/ 
i=O,j=O Il,k)i(l, Iy[-1) 
i # j 
=!!!?&!J i ~i~j2j(vi-X)m(l)(V.i-x)~--~(lI+ ~.= I 
i=O,j=O 
i# j 
We can divide iI, . . . . i,,., into the other kind of the two groups and find t 
corresponding summation. There are IPF’ I possibilities of such partitions of 
indices i,, . . . . i,,, . Thus, the second term in the summation for k = 1 comes 
into play with the first term in the summation for k = 2 to become 
n(n- 1) 
--c & i: &(v’- xp qvj- xy2, 
p’+@=y i=O,j=O 
which is one of the terms in the expression (*). These justify some of the 
terms in (*). Similarly, we can verify the remaining terms. This completes 
the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Since f E C2”( T), we expand f (x,) at x in Taylor 
polynomials 
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for some intermediate point $,X. Thus, 
Now we apply Bernstein’s argument to the second term of the above 
expression. Indeed, we consider 
c + c (W($,) - W~x)Nx, - xl’ Rx(~) 1x.--x1 c6 lx,-xl>6 
and estimate each of the above two terms separately: 
I I 
c GE c IIxo-x)‘l B,(A) 
jxu-xI 16 Illl=n lxx-xl <6 
-m;,z lb-a%(4 
=E c E(x,-x).(x,--X)lkB,(~) 
lci =tI 
=E c i 
,JI,=nn2k ( 
i i CIp,(V~-x)i(Vm - x)i k B,(I) 
i=l I,m=O > 
x tvil -X)m(i~) (vi2-X)m(i~). . . (+I -X)4ik) (vb4-X)4jk) 
X 
n(n- l)...(n- Iill+ 1) 
n2k 
Ayv’l _ X)m(il) 
x (#2 _ X)miil) . . . (vi~--1 _ X)m(jk) (vi2k _ x)m(jk). 
Here, m(i) = e’E ;2: is a standard unit vector with 1 in the ith component 
and 0 otherwise, i= 1, . . . . S. 
Let r(j,, . . . . j,)=2m(j,)+ ... +2m(j,)Eb’, . As in the proof of 
Theorem 2, we rewrite the third summation in terms of the tensor product 
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of partition collections of /3(i 1, . . . . i,,) and interchange the order of the 
second and third summations of the above expression to get 
I c IhE i Ix r;(n-1). .(n-i-f-1) __ 2k 
II?+Xl<61 jl....,jk= 1 P’,...J?EP+ il 
p’+ ... +p=jqjl,...,_ ik, 
x i: ~I,(V~l--.)a’...~,(v~-x)~ 
g,...,i,=o 
=E + -Y 
n(n-1)...(n-i+1! 
_. - L L 
jl....,jh= 1 p, _._l 8’ E 2 FP 
@‘+ +p’=y(i:,....jki 
I@ >2. I= l.....i 
x fi i Aj(Vk)@ 
( I=1 j=O > 
Here we have used the fact that Cfzo &(v’- ~)‘~(j) =0 for any j= 1, ...l S. 
Hence, 
Furthermore, letting M, := 2 max{ ilD’“fll L,CT,). we have 
I I 
c 
Jxy-x( as 
6% c l(Xn--)“I Ilx,-xll:B,(%) 
Ial = n 
Mf 
G6' ,=zn C(x, - x). (XE - x)1 k+l B,(A). 
As before, we can prove 
1 C(X,-X).(X,--X)3k+1B,(~)=0 --& 
li(i =n i 1 
With these two estimates and an application of the corollary of 
Theorem 2, we obtain the result of Theorem 3. 
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